




On-line constructions of metrosexuality and masculinities: A membership categorisation analysis 
Abstract
The relatively recent growth of identity categories for men participating in non-conventional masculine activities can be linked to contemporary consumption and lifestyle opportunities (Gill et al., 2005). While there have been various studies pertaining to media representations of ‘metrosexuality’, ‘new’ masculinities, and the marketing of health and beauty products to men, we currently know little about how men define, ascribe to and disavow contemporary identity markers such as ‘metrosexual’. The existence of on-line forums dedicated to the discussion of metrosexuality provides an obvious opportunity to examine contemporary masculinities. In this paper we report on a study of one such internet forum, using membership categorisation analysis (Sacks, 1972, 1992) to investigate the deployment of metrosexuality and related identity categories. Our analysis highlights the masculinised parameters through which metrosexuality is taken up (and rejected), which include notions of vanity, conspicuous consumption, professional status and sexual prowess. The continued influence of hegemonic forms of masculinity in this context is discussed.
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On-line constructions of metrosexuality and masculinities: A membership categorisation analysis

Gastrosexual: ‘A male, aged 25-44, upwardly-mobile and aware of and passionate about global cuisine, and he cooks to impress and seduce’ (PurAsia, 2008: 3).
Übersexual: ‘A man with a type of masculinity that combines the best of traditional manliness (strength, honor, character) with positive traits traditionally associated with females (nurturance, communicativeness, cooperation)’ (Salzman et al., 2005: 167).
Metrosexual: ‘A young man with money to spend, living in or within easy reach of a metropolis—because that’s where all the best shops, clubs, gyms and hairdressers are’ (Simpson, 2002:2).
The common theme across these contemporary categories, also present in previous incarnations such as the ‘Dandy’ of the Eighteenth Century and the ‘new man’ of the 1980s, is men’s participation in historically feminised practices (Coad, 2008: 22-24). Many of these changes have been spurred on by media representations of men, which have contributed to the increasing visibility of men’s bodies (Gill et al, 2005). Where once female bodies dominated style magazines, newspapers and televisions, men’s bodies are now just as likely to feature. The launch of men’s lifestyle magazines in the 1980s (e.g. GQ) and other mass market men’s publications (e.g. Men’s Health), along with billboard images e.g. actor Djimon Hounsou donning his underwear on the side of the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Hong Kong (Calvin Klein, 2008​[1]​), have helped to firmly establish the presence of the men’s bodies as objects to be eroticised and consumed (Gill et al, 2005). Greater visibility of men’s bodies has lead some men at least to ‘re-evaluate their appearance, re-position themselves as consumers of fashion and style products, and ultimately re-construct their idea of what it is to be male’ (Harrison, 2008: 56). 

Such forays into hitherto feminine identity territory have led some to wonder if conventional or ‘hegemonic’​[2]​ (Connell, 1995) forms of masculinity have been superseded or modernised (see MacInnes, 2001). However, social science scholars do seem to agree that these new developments are producing interesting places of slippage where traditional and distinct gendered ways of being are potentially undermined and contested (Whitehead and Barrett, 2001). For example, Simpson’s (2005) research interviewed men working in employment areas traditionally seen as feminine such as nursing, primary school teaching and hairdressing. These interviewees reported experiences of abuse and challenges to their sexual orientation and ‘manliness’ (ibid., 2005: 366-376). As is common with men in women-dominated professions, these men also reframed aspects of their job in more conventionally masculine ways, citing skill acquisition, management, a focus on specialisms (e.g. male nurses working in accident and emergency) or the management of sports teams (ibid., 2005: 373). 

So despite rumours of demise, it would seem that hegemonic masculinities still wield power even in situations where men are ostensibly taking up feminised positions and practices. This claim is supported by research, which looks at men in other feminised contexts. For example, Gough (2007) examined various UK mass-market newspaper representations of men and diet, and identified enduring constructions of men as uninterested in healthy eating, with a supposed preference for bulk and red meat-based dinners. Even those newspaper articles which featured ‘metrosexual’ men sampling new cooking deployed masculinised metaphors (e.g. hunting and gathering), and ultimately rejected nutritional advice. In the realm of beauty products too, men are increasingly being targeted, in the previously taboo terrain of cosmetics. For example, Harrison’s (2008) semiotic analysis of male mascara advertising on the internet found that interest for male mascara and other cosmetic products is increasing, although she noted that advertisers reframed similar women’s products such as mascara and eyeliner in masculine ways (‘manscara’; ‘guy-liner’). It is clear from her work and others (de Visser, 2008; Hill, 2006) that some men are orienting to contemporary identities (e.g. ‘metrosexual’) and practices (e.g. applying make-up), which have traditionally been associated with femininity.  To date, however, the literature has featured little direct engagement with how men orientate to and negotiate emergent category membership in the company of other men (or women). One apparent reason for this absence is that modern gendered identity categories are easily dismissed as inconsequential, or even as marketing fabrications (Coad, 2008: 26-32). But we don’t yet know how men ascribe to modern identity categories such as ‘metrosexual’, or how men’s discursive practices link to masculine identity in this context.   

An obvious place to access suitable data featuring self-ascribing metrosexuals is the internet, since it is routinely associated with freedom of expression, critiques of established off-line social and personal practices, and the creation of alternative on-line communities and identities e.g. specific sexual fantasy groups and gamers (Slouka, 1995). The opportunities afforded by information and communication technologies via the compression of time and space allows instantaneousness for the user and, since the user is not physically present in cyberspace (therefore it is easier to withdraw from problematic situations by exiting an on-line session, as opposed to a face-to-face interaction), new forms of identity and self-expression are able to thrive (Turkle, 1997). New forms of male identity such as the ‘metrosexual’, sometimes ridiculed and marginalised in off-line society, are arguably more easily claimed on-line in an age of almost universal access to cyberspace (Kollock, 1999). 

Although marginalised identities may be more easily claimed online, computer-mediated communication still creates the same ‘real’ identities as those expressed in off-line communications by relying on the same references to space, embodiment, time and shared experiences (Greenﬁeld and Subrahmanyam, 2003; Coyle and MacWhannell, 2002). For example, research on suicide forums (Horne and Wiggins, 2009), eating disorders (Winzelburg 1997) and sexual abuse (Moursand 1997) all showed similarities to offline identity construction via the disclosure of shared experiences, knowledge, meanings, characteristics and activities with those who have membership entitlement within the electronic space. 





We draw on Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA) (Baker, 1997; Hester and Eglin, 1997; Jayyusi, 1984; Sacks, 1972; 1992​[3]​; Schegloff, 2007; Stokoe, 2003, Wowk, 1984) as an analytical apparatus, since its central concern is to examine how people go about categorising and negotiating social identities, realities, social ordering, social relationships and moral activity (Jayyusi, 1984). Sacks demonstrated in his now well-cited example ‘The baby cried. The mommy picked it up’ (1992: 236) that we hear the baby as the baby of the mother because they form part of a collection of categories (Membership Category Device - MCD) called ‘family’. We also hear these categories as going together because they have some ‘rules of application’. For example, the ‘economy rule’ states that a single category is sufficient for some inferences to be made, such that ‘mommy’ infers caring for a child (Sacks, 1992: 40-41). Categories are also governed by a ‘consistency rule’, which means that for some given population, all members can be categorised in the same way (Sacks, 1992: 238-239). Categories can also be ‘duplicatively organised’ to produce complete units like ‘husband and wife’ (Sacks, 1992: 240). Complete units like these are also ‘standardised relational pairs’ in which members have duties and obligations to each other (e.g. love and support). Often categories are ‘hierarchically organised’ whereby ‘mommy’ would be ranked higher than ‘baby’. And finally, categories are associated with specific actions (category-bound activities) and characteristics (natural predicates). 

Although categories have these features, why, as Schegloff (2007:469) puts it, ‘should one care all that much about these terms and their deployment?’ He points out that their importance for study is due to their ‘inference richness’ and so they store huge amounts of culturally rich common-sense knowledge (e.g. social norms, morals etc) within them. Such common-sense knowledge about each category is often slow, or even not revised. Those who contravene category norms may be seen as a ‘phony’ (Sacks, 1992), “an exception’, ‘different’, or even a defective member of the category’ (Schegloff, 2007:469), or indeed re-categorised (Speer, 2005: 119-120).

The importance of this common-sense knowledge for members and non-members is that it allows for sense making of the everyday social world via value assessments of people’s activities (Wowk, 1984). For example, Widdicombe and Woofitt’s (1990) interviews with self-identified ‘punk’s, ‘rockers’, ‘gothics’ and ‘hippies’ showed that genuine and non-genuine group identity assessments centred on things like members’ knowledge and commitment to the identity category, time as a member, fully participating in the activities, embracing characteristics and so on. Those that failed such assessments were frequently thought of as inauthentic or not ‘real’ members.

In order to for us to see how such things come into play within a stretch of talk, Baker (1997: 142-143) suggests working through three analytical steps:
1)	Locate the central categories that are named and/or implied by their activities in the talk.
2)	Focus on the activities and predicates associated with each category.
3)	Look at how members produce categories, activities and predicates connections for the implied social actions. That is, the ‘descriptions of how categories of actors do, could or should behave.’
Applying these steps to ‘metrosexual talk’ then, we will show how men participating in activities like self-adornment, fashion and grooming, conventionally held to be for members of the category ‘women’ (Edwards, 2003), justify and negotiate their actions.

Data
The Internet boasts a variety of computer mediated communication opportunities such as blogs, chat rooms and MUDs (multi-user-domains). Our analysis focuses on a distinct and popular format – the Internet discussion forum - an electronic bulletin board where members of the website can begin threads for the purpose of discussion, building bonds and reaching other interested groups. Online data where the category ‘metrosexual’ was explicitly taken up (and also disavowed) was identified from an extensive search and cataloguing of Internet forums. Like Miller (2006: 105) we encountered ‘metrosexuality’ in Western Europe, Australia, South Asia, Latin America, Africa and the U.S. ‘Metrosexuality’ has also infiltrated other globally available languages such a Italian, German and Spanish, and discussed on local forums (e.g. http://foros.univision.com/foros/ (​http:​/​​/​foros.univision.com​/​foros​/​​); http://forum.thiazi.net (​http:​/​​/​forum.thiazi.net​)).  However, due to our limited foreign language knowledge we chose to focus on predominantly on Western English speaking forums. These appeared on a variety of sites such as men’s online lifestyle magazines (e.g. AskMen), gaming sites (e.g. Rangerboard), social networking sites (e.g. Facebook), local community boards, and many others. We also encountered many forums discussing metrosexuality as a topic and activities claimed to be metrosexual, such as ‘shaving chest hair’ and wearing ‘makeup’. We considered the ‘metrosexual’ data from these sites for their length, depth and clarity of discussions. The majority of the forums only contained limited (e.g. 4-7) metrosexual posts. However, members’ contributions from the MacRumours forum thread ‘Metrosexuals?’ (http://forums.macrumors.com/showthread.php?t=163687 (​http:​/​​/​forums.macrumors.com​/​showthread.php?t=163687​)) stood out for the sustained attention to the matter at hand, richness in detail and diversity of members’ perspectives, and so we decided to focus on this dataset. The extracts we focus on are part of a much larger (65 posts) and ongoing discussion by the MacRumours forum members to the thread ‘Metrosexuals?, the main thrust of which was the product of a day and a half’s discussion in November 2005​[4]​. 

Forum contributors access the MacRumours website for Apple news, Apple Rumours and to participate in community, social and intellectual discussions, ranging from ‘Seriously considering a handgun...’ to ‘God The Ultimate Human Meme – Intrinsic, Integral, or Irrelevant?’ Typically on such discussions the electronic dialogue flows for a while before participants withdraw as they presumably go about their daily activities, and then later dialogue re-opens. The data in our paper is extracted from a much larger and ongoing discussion by the MacRumours forum members to the thread ‘Metrosexuals?’ We discounted some of the later contributions of this forum thread, because although they contained relevant material on metrosexuality, discussions were often short-lived or fragmented, quickly switching to other unrelated topics. This particular section of the MacRumours forum thread aside, the site features detailed and dedicated discussion of metrosexuality and its predicates along with, and in relation to, other relevant categories such as homosexuality, heteronormative masculinity and femininity – the focus of our paper.

We present the written text of the extracts in their original form, including spelling mistakes and vernacular expressions. In line with conventional transcription conventions (Jefferson, 1984) we have included line numbers for analytical purposes, but have removed members’ avatars and signatures for ease of presentation and analysis.

Analysis
Throughout the MacRumours ‘Metrosexuals?’ thread, contributors defined metrosexuality largely in terms of men who are consumers of fashion, grooming and beauty products. Those disavowing metrosexuality, however, structured their arguments and criticisms in relation to what Connell (1995: 223) calls the ‘symbolism of difference’ i.e. the symbolic opposition of femininity and masculinity that leads to perceptions of ‘gender-appropriate’ activities (see also Edwards, 2003: 141-142). With this in mind, we focus here on five extracts featuring discussions of metrosexuality in relation to other categories (e.g. women, homosexuals, preppy, übersexual and other more conventional men). 

The analysis will centre on the following three main points of interest. The first centres on sexuality, and specifically the boundary work needed to establish a distinction between metrosexuality and homosexuality, and a connection between metrosexuality and heterosexuality. The second focuses on the negotiation of candidate metrosexual-bound activities and predicates contra other masculine categories.  The final point of interest considers the various distancing strategies employed by self-ascribing metrosexuals to negotiate category membership.  It will be suggested that metrosexuality is being situated in relation to a perceived hierarchy of masculinities, and also in relation to notions of discrete sexes. 

Metrosexuality contra homosexuality
Focusing on sexuality and the boundary work needed to establish a distinction between metrosexuality and homosexuality we begin our analysis with the initial sequence of electronic talk from the MacRumours ‘Metrosexuals?’ thread.
Extract 1
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34	Simplistic 11-26-2005, 01:48 am Any other metrosexuals in here? I know I'm not the only one. Embrace your self-loving nonsense. Lacero 11-26-2005, 01:49 am   Your 7th post and this is it?What does it matter, anyway?Simplistic 11-26-2005, 01:54 am    It doesn't matter. That's not the point. Just asking. And I'm bored...  homerjward 11-26-2005, 01:56 am  Ref: Lines 5 - 6don't worry, Lacero's just echoing edesignuk's first comment​[5]​ in this thread (asking whether there were any gay people at this forum) btw, lacero edesignuk didn't italicize "is it" and he flipped the two clauses in the 2nd sentence.   Lacero 11-26-2005, 01:57 am Ref: Line 5 - 6sorry if i come off sounding like a jerk, i dont mean to at all, and indeed, Welcome to the forums i just dont understand the need to ask this question i guess, but thats probably because im a ditz (and proud of it too) sjpetry 11-26-2005, 01:58 am   How about any closet metros?  Simplistic 11-26-2005, 02:02 am   I used to be in the closet about it. It was so annoying. Whenever I'd do something dainty I'd get weird looks from my parents. Eventually they stopped caring and I was tweasing my eyebrows without a care in the world!  Seasought 11-26-2005, 02:03 am  I don't believe I am.I'm not terribly liberal.I'm not really into fashion (though I have my own eccentricities).I would hope I have a reasonable sense of taste.I am hetero, however. mad jew 11-26-2005, 02:11am    I wear collared shirts and I don't drink beer...Simplistic 11-26-2005, 02:11 am   I like the attention I get from being the way I am. Like, I have this attitude that is like, "Hey, ladies. I look good and I don't even know it... or do I?" So the girls think, "Hmm, that guy looks good, but he doesn't look too full of himself. Let me go talk to him." It's good. Right on, jew. I don't drink nor smoke. I hate drinking and smoking would only be cool if it didn't have the nasty side affects.  
		  mkrishnan 11-26-2005, 02:14 am 
35	I am, I am!  Although, I need a manicure, and I haven't seen my hair stylist 
36	in a longer amount of time than any time since I moved here.  *le sigh* ​[6]​       

	Simplistic’s opening ‘Any other metrosexuals in here?’ (1) makes the category ‘metrosexual’ relevant. However, his suggestion that metrosexuality is a relevant topic of discussion prompts Lacero to respond by similarly echoing a previous post in another forum thread ‘GayWay - the gay and lesbian discussion’ (see footnote 6) culminating in the dismissive ‘What does is matter, anyway? (4). Lacero’s response indicates that some sort of normative code may be breached if this topic is discussed because it may potentially be a ‘non-tellable’ (West and Garcia, 1988). That is, dispreferred conversational pursuits (e.g. women’s personal feelings) or non-tellable topics (e.g. homosexual behaviour). But what kind of ‘non-tellable’ at this point in the text is unclear, although we do get a sense of it from Simplistic’s ‘Embrace your self-loving nonsense’ (2), which suggests male vanity or narcissism. These category predicates, as Edwards (2003: 141-142) tells us, are ‘antithetical if not an outright oxymoron’ for conventional men. Lacero’s post therefore, can be read as perhaps attempting to steer forum members away from discussing a potentially delicate category. Simplistic appears to read Lacero’s post in this way a by downplaying his investment in the topic, presenting his motivation as mundane: ‘I’m bored’ (5-6). However, Homerjward’s subsequent support to Simplistic (‘don’t worry’: 7) and critique of Lacero’s inaccurate echoing of edesignuk’s previous post (‘btw, lacero edesignuk didn't italicize "is it" and he flipped the two clauses in the 2nd sentence’: 9-10) elicits an apology from Lacero (11), who then accounts for his dismissiveness of metrosexuality by categorising himself as a ‘ditz’ (14) (scatterbrain). What Homerjward’s response and Lacero’s subsequent apology achieve is to re-open a space for metrosexuality to be discussed.

Sjpetry seizes this opportunity by asking the question ‘How about any closet metros?’ (15). By invoking the category-bound activity of being in the ‘closet’ we are immediately provided with an association to other potentially relevant categories (e.g. gay men and women not disclosing their sexuality; see Silverman, 1998: 75). Sjpetry’s question does the work of suggesting that there are similarities between homosexuality and metrosexuality. The potential similarities of these two categories provides us with a clearer picture of why metrosexuality could be seen as breaching normative masculine codes of conduct (e.g. heterosexuality) (Connell, 1995) and occupy a ‘troubled subject position’ (Wetherell, 1998).  

Simplistic’s subsequent post serves as a non-challenging response to sjpetry and presents as light-hearted self-mockery ‘I used to be in the closet about it’ (16). On the other hand, his display of unconventional predicates ‘something dainty’ (17) and ‘tweasing my eyebrows’ (18-19), which reportedly elicited ‘weird looks from (his) parents’ (17-18) who ‘eventually stopped caring and I was tweasing my eyebrows without a care in the world!’(17-19), also allows him to orientate his category-bound predicates as courageous, autonomous and individual in relation to conventional masculine norms. In short, Simplistic subtly positions himself as a ‘gender-rebel’ (Gill et al., 2005; Wetherell and Edley, 1999), and in doing so masculinises himself and makes participating in these potentially demeaning activities (in relation to heteronormative masculinity) seem heroic and alternative (Wetherell and Edley, 1999: 350). 

Simplistic’s reframing of his ‘metrosexual’ activities as masculine has not yet dispelled metrosexual associations with homosexuality as implied by sjperty (16), as evidenced by Seasought’s (and later Simplistic’s) subsequent posts. Seasought’s non-ascription to metrosexuality (‘I don’t believe I am’: 20) is followed by a short list that can be read as containing both presumed ‘metrosexual’ and ‘non-metrosexual’ predicates, or ‘contrast categories’ (Hester and Eglin, 1998: 138; Smith, 1978). That is, omitting the adverb ‘not’ from the first two items implies metrosexual predicates – I am terribly liberal and I am really into fashion (21-22). The third item, ‘a reasonable sense of taste’, if read in conjunction with Edwards (2003: 141-142) ‘antithetical’ claim about male style and vanity (see above), also suggests that ‘although metrosexuals are into fashion they do not have a sense of taste’. This tells us that metrosexual fashion is different, and perhaps distasteful, to more conventional men.  But why would metrosexuals adopt non-normative category-bound activities and predicates, which have the potential to undermine their masculine identity? Seasought’s ascription to heterosexuality at the end of his post - ‘I am hetero, however’ (25) - provides a clue. 

Through asserting his heterosexuality, Seasought directs us back to the associations between metrosexuality and homosexuality previously produced by Sjpetry. Since sexual orientation cannot be ascertained for certain, these claims must rest on the assumption that the category-bounded activities of metrosexuality and homosexuality are alike or similar. And in a society that recognises gender binaries and heteronormativity as the standard, metrosexuality and homosexuality must both have predicates that are considered feminine (Edwards, 2003; Harrison, 2008; Simpson, 2005).

Simplistic displays awareness of this conflation of the two categories, and responds with a heteronormative masculine defence: ‘I like the attention I get from being the way I am’ (27). Simplistic’s shifting categorizations of the type of women who give him attention, from ‘ladies’ (28) to ‘girls’ (29) is an interesting piece of rhetorical work. The selection of one category over another within the device ‘gender’ which includes the categories ‘ladies’ and ‘girls’ carries important implications for how the text is read. Edwards (1998: 25) argues that these categories carry ‘potentially useful conventional associations with age, marital status, and potential sexual availability’. Stokoe (2003: 331) suggests that when the category ‘girl’ is invoked, it ‘suggests frivolity, a lack of authority and purpose’ whereas “lady’ infers asexuality’. Simplistic’s post first describes the attention he gets as from ‘ladies’ but then selects the replacement category, ‘the girls’. The switch from ‘ladies’ to ‘girls’ functions to position him as not just visually appealing to the opposite sex but also sexually appealing to them. This ‘category, predicate and task’ (Hester and Elgin, 1997) serves to counter accusations of homosexuality from ‘being the way I am’ (27) as a member of a ‘disjunctive’ category (Schegloff, 2007: 469) and works to reconfigure metrosexual membership in heterosexual terms. 

Simplistic’s post can also be seen as a critique of conventional masculinity by setting up the contrast pair (Smith, 1978) - looking good/not looking good. The activity serves to hold conventional men and their masculinities accountable for their disinterest in self-presentation (in this case predicated on a pragmatic anti-fashion attitude to appearance – see Edwards, 2003) in terms of inferior self-respect.  His critique goes a step further in his references to mad jew (26) who previously offered: ‘I wear collared shirts and I don’t drink beer’ as potential metrosexual predicates. Implied in this statement is that these category-bounded activities potentially belong to the category ‘metrosexual’ rather than more conventional masculinities. Simplistic, as a self-ascribed ‘metrosexual’, picks up on ‘drinking’ (32) as a more conventional masculine category predicate along with ‘smoking’ (32) (see Edwards, 2003 ‘Sex, booze and fags’). These contrastive pairs form part of the set of modifications that are administered by metrosexual members to be able to recognise that someone involved in grooming and personal adornment for heterosexual reasons is ‘metrosexual’ and not any other ‘masculine category’.

Simplistic’s remasculinisation of his metrosexual activities and critique of conventional masculinities’ disinterest in self-presentation elicits an eager self-ascription to metrosexuality by mkrishnan ‘I am, I am!’ (35).What is also implied in his post is that mkrishnan’s subsequent comment, which claims non-participation in two metrosexual bounded activities (‘I need a manicure, and I haven't seen my hair stylist’: 35-36), is that frequency of grooming activities may be a factor for metrosexual membership. Similarly to Vallis’s (2001) study of internet chat rooms and Widdicombe and Woofitt’s (1990) interviews of with self-identified ‘punk’s, ‘rockers’, ‘gothics’ and ‘hippies’, this may also provide a means for other self-ascribing metrosexuals (and non-metrosexuals) in the forum to accord in-group status. That is, to police members relationships to self-presentation practices despite their positive orientations to metrosexuality.

Thus, so far, drawing on Baker’s three-step process (1997: 142-143), the categories ‘metrosexual’ and ‘homosexual’ have been made relevant and equated in the talk, and since ‘homosexual’ is a marginalised category (Whitehead and Barrett, 2001), the normative category ‘heterosexual men’ is implied. This means that the two marginalised categories with the bounded predicate ‘self-presentation’ elicit moral judgements (Jayyusi, 1984) in order for members to be able to make sense of the social world. That is, all men must position themselves, and are positioned, in relation to ‘hegemonic’ norms (Connell, 1995). Non-normative activity participation therefore, requires metrosexuals to re-orientate membership in line with heterosexual norms (e.g. sexual prowess). However, although forum members have provided some clues as to metrosexual category-bound activities and predicates, we don’t yet have a clear understanding of the category’s parameters. It is the negotiation of these that the analysis will now turn to.

Negotiating category-bound activities 

Since ‘metrosexual’ is a relatively new identity category, forum members negotiated candidate identity characteristiscs. The following two sequences of talk were the first sustained attempts to define what exactly what constituted ‘being metrosexual’.   

Extract 2
		Raggedjimmi 11-26-2005, 09:12 am

95		I don’t know what I am. a blend of country boy and metrosexual
96		perhaps? God knows. I don’t drink, I like outdoors activities, I like 
97		fashion, I like to be clean, smell nice etc, im very eccentric. I’m my
98		own style I suppose

		mkrishnan 11-26-2005, 09:26 am Ref: Lines 95-98

99		Let's see if you classify as a Manchester Metrosexual, do you: 

100	-Hang out in Living Room/Canal Street
101	-Have a mullet/fin
102	-Shop frequently in Flannels/Diesel
103	-Think "distressed" is still in
104	-Go to tanning salons/apply St Tropez
105	If you tick 4/5 then you can probably say yes    

		clayj 11-26-2005, 09:43 am

106	What we really need is a list of things that qualify you as a metrosexual.
107	I'll start it off:

108	- You wash with anything beyond bar soap and shampoo in the 
109	shower.
110	- You get a manicure and/or a pedicure more than once a decade.
111	- You've EVER been called "pretty boy".
112	- You apply any sort of skin conditioning lotion on a semi-regular 
113	basis.
114	- You spend more than 10 minutes a day grooming.
115	- You pay more than $30 for a haircut.
116	- You have hair coloring applied. (Exception: Eliminating grey 
117	doesn't make you metrosexual, it just makes you insecure about 
118	getting old. Adding "accents" to your hair DEFINITELY makes you 
119	metrosexual.)
120	- You wear ornately decorated shirts. (Usually these are button-down
121	shirts with excessively-complicated designs and/or paisley.)
122	- If a woman calls you a metrosexual, you are.

Drawing on Hester and Eglin’s (1997) ‘category, predicate and task’ we can see that Raggedjimmi’s specific task in his opening his post is to find out from other forum members, with presumably more category identity knowledge than him, whether he belongs in any of the three distinct categories ‘country boy’, ‘metrosexual’ (95) or individualist (‘my own style’: 96-7). One way for others to assign category membership is to offer candidate category-bound activities (see Vallis, 2001: 90), such as ‘I don’t drink, I like outdoors activities, I like fashion, I like to be clean, smell nice etc, im very eccentric’ (96-7). However, Mkrishnan or Clayj do not undertake a category assignment of Raggedjimmi. Instead, both respondents provide quite distinct and extensive, if not humorous, lists of metrosexual category-bound activities and predicates for which Raggedjimmi (and other forum members) could orientate to and self-ascribe. Jefferson’s (1991: 68) work on listing suggests that hearers (and speakers) are able to use lists as an ‘orientated-to-procedure’. In other words, it provides the hearer with a means to discursively position themselves in relation to the items on the list. Moreover, it also provides a means for other forum members, whether metrosexual or not, to accord group status and police members’ positive orientations to metrosexuality (Widdicombe and Wooffitt, 1990; see also Vallis, 2001 for other on-line, non-metrosexual examples).

Mkrishnan’s response seems to poke fun at Raggedjimmi’s request for category categorisation by his ironic question ‘Let’s see if you classify as a Manchester Metrosexual’ (99).  One reasonable prerequisite of metrosexuality is ‘living in or within easy reach of a metropolis’ (Simpson, 2002: 2), and Raggedjimmi’s reference to ‘country boy’ provides for a possible hearing that he is a non-urban dweller and specifically not a ‘Manchester Metrosexual’. Furthermore, one feature of the device ‘types’ (e.g. ‘types of metrosexual’ implied by Raggedjimmi’s ‘my own style’ and mkrishnan’s ‘Manchester Metrosexual’) is that such characterisations can elicit humour (Benwell and Stokoe, 2003: 198; Vallis, 2001: 95). That is, it serves as a distancing strategy for category members (e.g. mkrishnan - extract 1) which separates them from those aspiring to or uncertain of their metrosexual category membership (e.g. Raggedjimmi - extract 2). In other words, ‘real’ metrosexuals would not need to ask for membership clarification. Therefore, mkrishnan’s deployment of ‘humour’ implicates Raggedjimmi as a disjunctive category member or ‘phony’ (Sacks, 1992: 581). Clayj, on the other hand, rather than distancing other forum members from possible membership ascription, orientates the talk back to a more serious level ‘What we really need is a list of things that qualify you as a metrosexual. I'll start it off’ (106-7).

Clayj offers an extensive nine-part list featuring fashion and grooming activities (108-22), which serves as a resource to normalise these activities as category-generated features of metrosexual membership. Like Seasought’s post (extract 1) –reading each item in the negative (e.g. You don’t’ etc.) – also provides a resource for defining (for clayj) the category-bound activities of conventional men. Moreover, Clayj’s list items are perhaps also a partial recycling of the candidate activities provided in previous sequences in the talk (see Jefferson, 1991: 89) – Simplistic’s ‘tweasing my eyebrows’, Seasought’s ‘ fashion’ and Raggedjimmi’s ‘fashion’ and personal hygiene ‘I like to be clean, smell nice etc’. Frequently implied activities grouped around the category ‘metrosexual’ reinforce the tie between ‘metrosexuality’ and the predicate ‘concern with self-presentation’. Yet as Edwards (2003: 141-142) has pointed out, activities such these are conventionally tied to the category ‘women’. Therefore, like Simplistic’s fourth post (extract 1), clayj culminates his post by making reference to categorisation by women. This may suggest that women are experts on identification of the types of activities metrosexuals perform, and/or serve, like Simplistic’s post, as a warrant for warding off potential accusations of homosexuality by justifying these activities as undertaken for heterosexual prowess, thereby effectively re-masculinising these predicates. 

The posts presented in extract 2 provide a clearer insight into specific metrosexual-bounded activities and predicates, centred on notions of self-presentation. However, also evident from mkrishnan’s post was the in-group and out-group policing of category membership through the deployment of ‘humour’, thus also giving a clear indication that ‘metrosexual’, along with other categories such as ‘homosexual’, is a marginalised category. That is, like the analysis of extract 1, metrosexuality presents as at odds with conventional men and masculinity, such that justification for non-normative activities need to be hedged in heteronormative ways. A similar manoeuvring tactic is also evident in the following extract. However, what is also interesting about this extract is the discussion that centres on whether men’s concern for self-presentation is only an attribute of metrosexuality.  

Extract 3
127128129130131132133134135136137142143144145146147148149150151152153154	CompUser 11-26-2005,  10:02 amMy friend (who is a girl) always calls me metro all the time. I don't know how it does but it seems to be frequently. She also has called me a "Perfect, pretty boy". Apparently its a good thing according to her. I don't use special soaps and lotions. Nor do I go off and a manicures and such. She makes this judgment because I wear more expensive cloths such as ones from mainly Abercrombie & Fitch, Polo, and J. Crew, probably considered 3 prime examples of preppy stores. Most of my shirts are either Polo, Long sleeve polo, rugby, or button down. I only have about 4-5 long sleeve non colored shirts.  Plymouthbreezer  11-26-2005, 11:37am Ref: Lines 127-137Hah, me too! Lots of girls (and guys) call me "really preppy" and a few less have called me metro. I guess it's because I have obsessive compulsive disorder, and am quite eccentric by many kids standards. I'm an artist, love theater and acting, dress nicely, enjoy expensive things (I use Macs...Lol), have a good friend who's gay, I hate George Bush, and tend to get along with girls who never seem to want to go out with me - and all of which usually goes hand in hand with being either gay or metrosexual. But, I'm not gay, so I guess I must be metro, although I hear the correct term thesedays is "Ubersexual." Anyway, it's frustrating when people call me gay (not that I have a problem with homosexuals at all) just because I am... Uhh... More "refined" then most kids (I'm 15, 16 next month) today. 	 

CompUser’s relays the category work undertaken by his ‘friend (who is a girl)’ (127) ‘always calls me metro all the time’. Like Simplistic’s post (extract 1), the significance of invoking the category ‘girl’ (see Stokoe, 2003: 331) sets any following talk in heteronormative terms and wards off potential charges of effeminacy or homosexuality. Further warrant for this can be garnered from CompUser’s claim that this ‘girl’ calls him ‘Perfect, pretty boy’ (129), which introduces attractiveness as a metrosexual attribute as identified by ‘women’. But, this disrupts conventional modes of looking where ‘men look at women and women watch themselves being looked at’ (Berger, 1972: 47). Talk of male attractiveness risks charges of effeminacy even though heterosexuality has already been implied. CompUser deals with this by offering the disclaimer: ‘Apparently it’s a good thing according to her’ (129-30).  In other words, he distances himself from his friend’s categorisation. Distancing can also be deduced from his invoking of the category ‘preppy’ implied from his consumption choices e.g. shopping in ‘preppy stores’ (135), and activities e.g. ‘I don't use special soaps and lotions. Nor do I go off and a manicures and such’ (131-2). As we saw in extracts 1 and 2 (e.g. clayj’s list), conventional men and masculinities disassociate with grooming practices and fashion (also see Edwards, 2003). Therefore CompUser achieves distance from metrosexuality by his professed disinterest in grooming activities, whilst at the same time also disassociating himself from conventional men’s disinterest in fashion. In other words, his task (Hester and Eglin, 1997) in implying membership of the category ‘preppy’ is to positions him as a man with self-respect via his activities (clothing consumption), whilst at the same time retaining conventional gender demarcation in the realm of grooming. 

Plymouthbreezer responds to CompUser with recognition of being positioned in a similar way (142-43). Interestingly, Plymouthbreezer accounts for other’s categorisation of him as metrosexual or ‘really preppy’ by categorising himself as having mental health issues (‘obsessive compulsive disorder’, 144), which accounts for his unconventional ‘eccentric’ behaviours.  Being ‘eccentric’ was also a category invoked by Seasought (extract 1: 23), and Raggedjimmi (extract 2: 97) which also works as a disclaimer for their participation in typically feminised activities (Edwards, 2006). For Plymouthbreezer, this strategy also allows him to justify his lack of success with girls ‘who never seem to want to go out with me’ (148). Understanding that his activities may be perceived as homosexual (‘all of which usually go hand in hand with being gay or metrosexual’, 148-9), Plymouthbreezer explicitly wards off such charges with ‘I am not gay, so I guess I must be metro’ (150), followed by a re-categorisation of himself as possibly ‘ubersexual’ (151) (see Salzman et al., 2005: 167 - above). Moving back and forth between the various categories to which he partially ascribes - ‘Lots of girls (and guys call me ‘really preppy” (142), ‘so I guess I must be metro’ (150) and ‘Ubersexual’ (151) - directs our attention back to the difficulty those who participate in non-conventional category-bounded activities face in constructing a suitable or coherent gendered identity. This also clearly demonstrates the difficulty those ascribing to media and marketing produced categories have in collectively stabilising the meaning of what constitutes membership of those categories. Indeed, the media and marketing origins of metrosexuality are made explicit in the following extract. What is also interesting about the following extract is how those origins can be used as disclaiming and distancing strategies.  

Distancing strategies
Given the potential for ‘metrosexual’ to be interpreted as ‘homosexual’ as we showed in extract 1, many forum participants deployed distancing strategies to inoculate against being potential charges of ‘homosexuality’.  
Extract 4
174175176177178179180181182	Daveway 11-26-2005, 12:28 pm   I would be lying to myslef if I didn't raise my hand to this. I think my cousin got me caught into the whole metro thing. I remember seeing a story on 60minutes about it. Anyways I admit to the hair, expensive clothing, tweasers, shaving, more than one kind of soap, and various face washes. I can't stand to wear last years clothing, loose clothing, and t-shirts w/ baseball cap worn everywhere is NOT my style. I go for distressed jeans, button down shirt, and jacket. Why is it bad to care how you look? 	

Daveway’s ascription to ‘metrosexuality’ (174) presents metrosexuality as a contemporary media and marketing produced masculine identity. Warrant for this can be garnered from his reference to metrosexuality being discussed as a topic on the U.S. Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) television newsmagazine​[7]​ ‘I remember seeing a story on 60minutes about it’ (175-6), and his list of consumption-based activities e.g. ‘expensive clothing’, ‘various face washes’ (177-181). As we have seen in the previous posts (also see Edwards, 2003), there is a risk in ascribing to these category-bound activities and predicates - being charged with effeminacy, narcissism or homosexuality. Daveway deals with this, in part, by attributing some responsibility for his actions to his cousin (174-5) ‘my cousin got me caught into the whole metro thing’ (174-5) and CBS’s broadcast (175-6) (see Silverman, 2006 for how texts influence the way people see the world and how they should act). His discursive work therefore can be seen to legitimise and position metrosexuality as a popular identity, whilst at the same time serving as a distancing strategy from a potentially troubled identity - ‘Why is it bad to care how you look? (182) - that sits in contrast to conventional masculinity (Wetherell, 1998).  

As with extracts 1 and 2, Daveway’s listing of category-bounded activities (177-181) discredit more conventional heteronormative masculine features: ‘wear(ing) last years clothing, loose clothing, and t-shirts w/ baseball cap worn everywhere’ (179-80). These category-bound activities serve to question normative masculine disinterest in self-presentation and act as a critique of its presumed low level of self-respect. Gill et al’s (2005: 54-6) semi-structured interview research with British men found that self-respect was a specific masculine characteristic cherished by their participants. Those men who failed to demonstrate self-respect were frequently criticised. Daveway’s orientation to self-respect via self-presentation practices positions metrosexuality in more conventional masculine terms. Furthermore, like Simplistic  (extract 1), Daveway can also be seen as a ‘gender-rebel’ (Gill et al., 2005; Wetherell and Edley, 1999) for his non-normative category-bound activities and predicates. 

In the final extract, the contributor explicitly draws upon the marketed aspect of metrosexuality to define membership. It should be recalled that in extract three CompUser was not ascribing to metrosexuality and had in fact disavowed membership based on his non-participation in grooming activities (131-2), even though his friend had reputedly positioned him as metrosexual (127). However, in extract five CompUser presents uncertainty over which category applies to him: ‘really preppy’ or ‘metrosexual’ (361). At this point Matt steps in to offer advice based on the consumption of specific brands.

Extract 5
361362363364365366367368369370371372373374375376	CompUser 11-27-2005, 04:29 pmIs some one consided "really preppy" such as I also metro?  Matt 11-27-2005, 04:41 pm  Ref: Line 357well, you're doubting your fashion sexuality are you not? if there is a doubt, the answer is always yes just posting in this thread made you metro...welcome...i am definitely metro...professional shampoo/conditioner/hair gel...algae facial treatments and other nice skin moisturizers...PowerBook G4  shop at Banana Republic, Diesel, Calvin Klein, Armani Exchange...boxer briefs manicures/pedicuresTumi backpackPrada and Gucci eyewearPottery Barn furniture (ultra suede comforter = the ticket) wow...it feels good to be out of the...uhhh walk-in closet girls love metros...who doesn't like invites to shop with them at victoria's secret  

Matt opens his post with a fascinating mixture of references to CompUsers queries about fashion and broader references to sexuality (‘fashion sexuality’, 362). The purpose in using humour at the outset denies other contributors the ability to hold him completely accountable for his subsequent metrosexual ascription (365).  As previously noted, a ‘stylish’ man can pose problems for those invested in hegemonic masculinities (Edwards, 2003), and so ‘ambiguous masculinities’ such as metrosexuality, which contravene the ‘symbolism of difference’ (Connell, 1995: 223) are often deployed with humour, which serves as a distancing strategy (Benwell, 2003:156). 

Matt continues by affirming CompUser’s ascription to metrosexuality and claims that ‘just posting in this thread made you metro...welcome...’ (364). This can be read as either: metrosexuals would only discuss metrosexuality in a forum about metrosexuality, or that purchasers of Apple Mac computers (those who participate in MacRumours threads) are by virtue of their consumption, ‘metrosexual’. The more likely interpretation is that Matt is referring to the consumption of Apple hardware ‘PowerBook G4’ (368), which lays the ground for his subsequent list of consumer brands for category identification (368-373) (Silverman, 2006). Listing apparent metrosexual brands gives contributors yet another device in which to orientate to metrosexuality (Jefferson, 1991: 68), and at the same time normalises the consumption practices of metrosexuals.  Noticeable also is that Matt concludes his post by making reference to ‘girls’ (375), a strategy also previously employed by Simplistic (extract one) and Clayj (extract two) in order to reframe metrosexuality in masculine ways that draw on self-respect and sexual prowess. 

Concluding remarks	
Our analysis clearly indicates that there is a lot at stake for self-ascribing metrosexuals - as is the case for anybody ascribing to a marginalised identity (Edwards, 2006). The power of established gendered knowledge clearly makes it difficult to identify with and invest in emerging and potentially subversive categories like metrosexual – we know that members of alternative categories risk being castigated as ‘defective or ‘phony’ (Sacks, 1992). Our data highlights the continued force of hegemonic masculinities, since on the one hand metrosexuality was critiqued and rejected as non-masculine (hence accusations of homosexuality, effeminacy and narcissism), while on the other self-identifying metrosexuals invoked conventional masculinity signifiers in the process of their identity work (heterosexual prowess, self-respect etc.). Metrosexual ascription walks a fine line between rejecting traditional masculinised practices (e.g. disinterest in appearance) and invoking other masculinised ideals (e.g. autonomy, self-discipline).

As well as highlighting the gendered discursive resources informing identity construction, our analysis also attended to the discursive practices used in this process. We saw, for example, the deployment of listing (Jefferson, 1991) as a strategy for orienting to metrosexuality, allowing contributors to move towards and against the metrosexual label in dynamic ways. We also saw the use of terms such as ‘style’ and ‘fashion’, which facilitated a temporary identification with metrosexuality – one that could be discarded if critique becomes excessive. The use of irony and humour was also widespread (see Benwell, 2004), again providing inoculation against charges of effeminacy or vanity. Attention to discursive practices as well as resources thus illuminates the shifting and sophisticated manoeuvres involved in claiming and rejecting metrosexual (and masculine) identities.

Our analysis then moves beyond media representations of metrosexuality (Simpson, 1994; 2002) and the analysis of magazine masculinities (e.g. Edwards, 2006; Benwell and Stokoe, 2006) by offering insights into the dynamics of metrosexual (dis-)identification. Further, our analysis underlines the continued influence of hegemonic masculinities in the construction (and rejection) of supposedly ‘new’, ‘modern’ or ‘alternative’ forms of masculinity. We question claims about the deconstruction of, or resistance to, culturally embedded masculine signifiers and the idea that conventional or ‘hegemonic’ (Connell, 1995) forms of masculinity are, or have been, superseded (MacInnes, 2001). Yet what does appear to be evident is that some masculinities now appear to be modernised in line with changes in contemporary consumption practices. 

This analysis fits with other work which maintains that men’s forays into hitherto feminised domains (beauty, health, care etc.) is invariably accompanied by a masculinised reframing (or even critique) of the practice in question (see Harrison, 2008; Gough, 2007; Gill et al, 2005; Edwards, 2003), and/or an assertion of one’s masculinity credentials with respect to other domains (see e.g. de Visser, 2008). This work implies that hegemonic masculinities (Connell, 1995; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005) remain culturally available and influential for (some) men (with reference to sexual performance, self-respect, autonomy etc.) – but this is not to suggest that the meanings around such masculinities are fixed, or that their deployment is predictable or mechanistic. Rather, our analysis foregrounds the complex and dynamic ways in which masculinities are negotiated in the context of metrosexuality, and further advertises the value of attending to discursive resources and practices in this field (see also Wetherell & Edley, 1999). Of course, further research on the uptake of and investment in ‘new’ forms of masculinity are required, both online and offline, as well as further research on how men make sense of their identities in a range of feminised environments. 
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^2	  Hegemonic masculinity is a normative masculinity, which is the current most honored way of being a man in a given context, even though most men do not enact it. However all men are required to position themselves in relation to hegemonic forms, which can also be deployed to legitimate the subordination of women and marginalised men (Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005: 832).
^3	  Sacks developed MCA in a series of lectures from 1963-4, which were published in 1972 and 1992.
^4	  Accessed 30/04/2008 
^5	  This remark is about a mirrored comment made by edesignuk in forum ‘GayWay - the gay and lesbian discussion’ (aka. Any Gays here?) in which edesignuk posted ‘Your 1st post, and this is it?  Anyway, what does it matter?’
^6	  A phrase commonly used by bloggers to express feelings of frustration (Urban Dictionary, 2009: http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=le sigh)
^7	  CBS 60 Minutes http://www.cbsnews.com/sections/60minutes/main3415.shtml
